Ammeraal Beltech is a leading global company and a true One-Stop Belt Shop providing services and solutions to help process and convey an extraordinary range of products. Our success is based on our close cooperation with customers and the control we have over the full value chain – design, manufacturing, fabrication, sales and servicing.

One-Stop Belt Shop

You can find all the belting products and services you need from Ammeraal Beltech, saving you time and money on purchasing and logistics. However you’re conveying or processing, we can offer you the right solutions.
The One-Stop Belt Shop can offer:

**Synthetic Belts** – a comprehensive range of process and conveyor belts

**Elastomer Belts** – the widest range of high-quality rubber covers

**ZipLink® Belts** – a handy solution to lost production time across all industrial sectors

**Ultrasync Belts** – synchronized conveying and positioning for high-speed and high-load capacity

**Seamless Belts** – seamless covers and profiles on endless woven fabric

**Engineered Belts** – custom or specialized belts (such as pull-down belts or feeder belts) made by adding a cover, usually machined, to a base belt; for a wide range of specific applications

**Flat Belts** – RAPPLON® high-performance belts for power transmission and high-speed conveying

**Plastic Modular Belts** – uni belt solutions, with both straight-running and side-flexing belts

**Steel and Plastic Chains** – diverse solutions for a wide range of conveying applications

**Volta Belts** – homogeneous positive-driven ultra-hygienic belts with self-tracking features

**Solicord Belts** – blue food-grade V & Round belts

**UltraScreen Belts** – mesh belts for use in food washing/drying applications

**PTFE Belts** – high-quality PTFE and silicone-coated belts for baking and cryogenic freezing applications

Experience – Our Dutch roots began in 1950 with the invention of a revolutionary baking belt; many of our subsidiary companies have been active in the belting industry for more than a century.

Scale – We are truly global – with 25,000 customers in more than 150 countries; 2,000 employees, seven manufacturing facilities, and 80 different service centers across 25 countries.

Reach – We provide solutions for nearly every important industrial sector, including Automotive and Tire; Food; Textile; Tobacco; Printing and Paper; Wood and Timber; Aviation and Airports; Construction; Logistics and Distribution.

And, of course, one of the industry’s most comprehensive networks for supply, onsite service and advice.